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MEGA CORP.
HAULAGE TRAILERS

Overview
Located in Albuquerque, New Mexico, Mega Corp. 
has been manufacturing products in combination with 
on-highway and off-highway trucks, tow tractors, 
articulated trucks, and wheel tractor scrapers for use 
in the construction and mining industries worldwide 
for more than 45 years. Their product portfolio includes 
water distribution equipment, service bodies, and 
specialty haulage equipment.
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The simple and rugged gooseneck ball hitch design includes the components necessary to convert the truck chassis into 
a tow vehicle - including the hitch system, deck, fender, hydraulic system and brake control software. Mega trailers are 
equipped with suspended trailing axles utilizing Cat truck suspensions and wheel groups, including oil-cooled brakes 
and Cat brake control system components.

These machines can be custom designed to match the loading tools and material densities for specific applications. 
Trailer capacities include: 90-100 tons with Cat 775, 150-175 tons with the Cat 777, and 220-260 tons with the Cat 785. 
The custom designed gooseneck-type bottom-dump haulage trailer features hydraulically operated clamshell doors.

The MCH includes ISO test certification for brake performance and emergency steering. It also comes with 
documentation including installation guides, schematics, illustrated parts breakdowns, operator and maintenance 
manuals and recommended spare parts lists. On-site technical support is also available along with CE mark if required.
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CONTACT US
For more information, contact your
Caterpillar OEM Solutions Account Manager at:
oem_solutions@cat.com

Learn more about the Mega Haulage Trailer:
505.345.2661 or 1.800.345.8889 
www.megacorpinc.com

MEGA HAULAGE TRAILER (MHT)
Mega manufactures a line of bottom-dump haulage
trailers designed to work with tow tractors based on
Cat® off-highway truck bare chassis.

Mega bottom-dump trailers are used in various
haulage applications including coal, earth, and
aggregates. These trailers utilize clamshell-type
doors and are available with either vertical or
inclined sides depending upon the application.

CAT DERIVATIVE CONTENT:

 » Cat 775, 777, and 785 Off-Highway Truck Bare Chassis

 » Off-highway truck suspension and wheel groups

OEM CONTENT:

 » Tow tractor conversion kit

 » Bottom-dump haulage trailer
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